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CC 3.1: Concept of Tagore's musical philosophy as expressed in his essays and songs. 

Q1. Answer any one from the following:                                                                       (1 × 10 = 10) 

a. Discuss the concept of Tagore's musical philosophy as expressed in his Puja paryay's song 'Tumi 

kemon kore gan koro he guni' and Prem paryay's song 'Kal rater bela gan elo mor mone'. 

 b.    Express the subject matter of 'Banshi' and  explain Tagore's thought about Indian music. 

CEC 3.1A: Kavyageeti: Theoretical aspects with definition, variations and experiments 

Q1. Answer any of the one from followings.                                                                (1 × 10 = 10) 

a. Write in detail Tagore's opinion of 'Kotha O Sur'. 

b. Write about Tagore's Kavyagrantho 'Manasi', 'Sonar Tari' and 'Kalpana' with mentioning various 

songs. 

 

CEC 3.1B: Natyageeti: Theoretical aspects with detailed study of respective dramas. 

Q1. Answer any of the one from followings:                                                               (1 × 10 = 10) 

a. Write the characteristics of the presentation of musical thoughts of Tagore in his  

    Geetinatya. 

b. Discuss about Tagore's application of various classical and folk tunes in his different dramas. 

 

CEC 3.1C: External influence on various musical compositions of Tagore song. 

Q1. Answer any of the one from followings:                                                                (1 × 10 = 10) 

 a. How Tagore applied Dhrupad and Khayal tunes on his different songs. Explain it with mentioning 

the original and derived songs. 

b. How deeply reflected of external influence such as Baul, Kirtan on Tagore's musical  

    compositions. 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


